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For fans of semi-obscure '80s British acts such as Comsat Angels and the Chameleons UK . well, here is

your new favorite band. The songs are dramatic without being overwrought, as the band doesn't get

bogged down with unnecessary instrumentation. a comple 14 MP3 Songs POP: Pop Underground,

ROCK: Shoegaze Details: The Antiques do not make songs, they craft them. Rich soundscapes full of

emotion and melodies that stay with you long after the record has ended. While so many bands today get

dressed up and have the image down to the effect pedal, The Antiques focus on making beautiful songs

deep from the heart, catching a glimpse into a persons soul that most current music so often fails to offer.

From the lyrics that are raw and exposed, to the abstract personal details that simply express the

personal experiences, you will want to listen to this over and over again. Each song represents a small

snap shot forming a record that tells a story about love and loss and moving on. Sewn with Stitches

features many different sounds and influences. Comparing The Antiques to another few bands would do

them a disservice. They are what they are, and what does it matter really when the songs sound as great

as they do. This is what music is all about, its why you love to collect records, its why you like to roll the

windows down on warm days and turn the stereo up just a bit louder on the road. The album also was

produced by a few different hands as well as featured guest musicians. The Antiques are easily the best

sounding band in DC right now both on disc and their fantastic live shows and Safranin is very proud to

be a part of their full length release. This is what makes music great and also gives us some hope that

there are still a few bands that arent afraid to put it all on the table for us to experience.
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